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“We read,” said CS Lewis, “to know we are not alone.” This quiet paradox — we’re alone when we read, yet never truly so — hums through the pages of Waitapu, Helen Margaret Waaka’s debut novel from Escalator Press.

Waitapu is a composite novel composed of short stories — Waaka considers herself primarily a short-story writer — set in and around the eponymous North Island township. “I realised a collection of short stories needs a point of difference to compete with the novel”, explains Waaka; so she worked at building her singular character-focused tales into a larger whole.

It’s often observed that the best music takes place between the notes; so too in writing and reading, where the deepest observations of character and narrative are often those the author allows us to arrive at for ourselves. Waaka’s novel presents a collection of characters, each with their own voices and inner lives. As readers we’re allowed to follow them through each other’s stories, building our own sense of the connections underpinning the community of Waitapu.

“I found the characters generally chose their own points of view,” explains Waaka; “I wanted to experiment with points of view and voice.” These sometimes dramatic shifts in perspective and tone keep things fresh, and it’s easy to sense the author’s enjoyment in allowing the characters to dictate the rules of engagement.

Waaka says she suspects “the town of Waitapu has more stories, and there are existing stories that could definitely be expanded into longer form.” In the meantime, keep an eye out for her short fiction in collections such as the Huia Short Story Anthology — whose 2015 iteration includes her acclaimed contribution Eyes of God.

 Where Waaka draws characters and lets them come to life, Kapiti-based novelist, English teacher and mashup-writer Debbie Cowens prefers to recast old favourites in new circumstances. Thus her Murder & Matchmaking begins with a truth universally acknowledged, delves into the minds and hearts of Hertfordshire society-ladies, and contains no shortage of elementary detection. 

It’s what the fan-fictionalists might call Sherlock Holmes/Elizabeth Bennet slash: public-domain characters wandering into each other’s stories to cause havoc. Cowers has clearly thought her conceit through and doesn’t slouch in constructing a cleverly-interwoven story, laden with fan-service for Jane Austen devotees and followers of the Baker Street detective alike.

Waitapu: Helen Margaret Waaka, Escalator Press
Murder & Matchmaking: Debbie Cowens, Paper Road Press

*Unfortunately FishHead Magazine folded before this review was published. It is being quoted here with permission of the reviewer.

